ViewBoard® 52 Series

Today’s lessons made easy

For Students
- Inclusive Collaboration
- Advanced Eye-Care Technology
- Integrated Sound

For Teachers
- Instant Connectivity
- Seamless Usability
- User-Friendly Software

For Schools
- Simplified Management
- Software Compatibility
- Safety and Security

www.viewsonic.com/uk

Follow us
VSClassroomUK
ViewSonicClassroomUK
The myViewBoard™ digital ecosystem delivers the tools people need to learn, engage and solve problems. From the classroom to the conference room to the home office, myViewBoard enhances idea sharing, collaboration and teamwork.

**ENGAGE STUDENTS**
Facilitate ideas and foster creativity with digital whiteboarding, collaborative classroom tools and curated education videos.

**CLOUD-BASED COLLABORATION**
Work, teach and collaborate anywhere with cloud-based software and wireless presentation capabilities.

**BOOST EFFICIENCY**
Reach new levels of efficiency with device management and mobile application tools.
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